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Abstract—Context: Adaptations need to be considered at
design-time (adapting complex systems to new technologies,
reengineering due to new regulations etc.), but also during runtime (e.g. new emerging functional and non-functional
requirement, context-specific decisions). Objective: I use SPLs as
a strategy for coping with uncertainty and adapting to change,
where conventionally change occurs in the requirements of the
software product lines’ market. Our idea is to design a variability
mechanism in the domain of dynamic software product lines
engineering in order to enable continuous evolution and
adaptation of the software product lines at run-time. Method: I
investigate dynamic change propagation of SPLs at run-time
through an explorative study. A literature review and semistructured personal interviews with relevant actors in the domain
of SPLs are the fundament of our research. This analysis enables
us to understand how SPLs are dynamically adapted and evolved
in practice. Conclusion: This study will give us an overview of the
domain of DSPLs and allows us to identify the research gap
regarding run-time adaptation and evolution of SPLs.
Keywords—Run-Time Adaptation; SPLs; DSPLs

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to market dynamics, changing business conditions and
new regulations [1], the success of an enterprise depends
increasingly on its ability to be flexible and react to
environmental changes in a quick and cost-effective way
[2]–[6]. Under these conditions, adaptations are unavoidable
and crucial in most application domains [4], [6]–[10]. These
adaptations need to be considered at design time (adapting
complex systems to new technologies, reengineering due to
new regulations, etc.) [11], [12], but also during run-time (e.g.
context-specific decisions) [13], [14]. For several decades, all
software was custom software. Every application was tailored
specifically to one customer’s requirements. Software reuse has
gained more and more attraction from the research community
to find a solution for developing complex systems. Reuse
software parts leads to improvements such as productivity,
quality and cost reduction [15]. The idea of software reuse was
already introduced by McIlroy [16], who proposed at that time
mass production of software components as the base for
software development. Later on, Parnas [17]–[19] created the
artefact of program family, which is the foundation until today
in engineering for reusable component and reuse-based
application development [20]. There are several advantages to
the product lines production strategy. According to the study

realized by Clements and Northrop [21] the product lines
production approach decreases not only the cost per product,
but also the time to market, the labor need and improves the
productivity, the quality of each derived product and increases
the portfolio size and therefore the possibility to gain new
markets. One of the most effective means to manage software
reuse in an industrial context is software product lines
engineering. In particular, product lines engineering allows
managing a family of applications that share a common
architecture. These applications are configured as a set of
components that provide core functions, but will exhibit
variability in the features they provide to users because each
family member will use a unique set of non-core components
bound to the architecture at variation points.
In parallel with advances in software engineering for SPLs,
a new generation of middleware and service-oriented
architectures has emerged that is capable to adapt its behaviour
according to changes in operation or environment conditions,
and/or user requirements. This may require a system to adapt
dynamically to environmental change in a way that is far more
radical than is possible using mere modes of operation
supported by parametric adaptation [22]. The emergence of
such re-configurable software machinery has profound
implications for software development. In particular, it permits:
Software to be developed that can tolerate a wide range of
environmental contexts without forcing the developer to
enumerate how the system will behave in each; Software to be
developed in the presence of uncertainty [23] about the
environmental contexts that may be encountered at run time.
Effectively, a re-configurable capability permits design
decisions to be deferred from design time to run time. This is
only possible if the system is able to monitor its environment at
run time, using the monitoring data and the system’s own
internal state to trigger adaptations as necessary. However,
such adaptations must be driven by the need to satisfy the
system’s requirements. However, there is currently a wide
conceptual gap between the capabilities of re-configurable
machinery, expressed in terms of components and services, and
requirements, expressed in terms of user or customer needs,
with only an emerging understanding of what changing
environmental context means. The latter characterizes the
extent to which a system can tolerate change in the
environment; from optimizing the way a fixed set of
requirements are satisfied, to adapting to satisfy new
requirements that emerge dynamically.

In this paper I intend to study this aspect in the context of
adaptive middleware and service-oriented architectures. The
possible solutions will be empirically evaluated to improve a
selected solution that will be implemented into a tool be used
by software practitioners and other research laboratories around
the world.
A. Software Product Lines
In an SPL, “a set of software-intensive systems …. share a
common, managed set of features satisfying the specific needs
of a particular market segment or mission and that are
developed from a common set of core assets in a pre-scribed
way”1. Thus, a family of applications will share a common
architecture, configured as a set of components that provide
core functions, but will exhibit variability in the features they
provide to users because each family member will use a unique
set of non-core components bound to the architecture at
variation points.
II. CHALLENGES AND PROBLEMATIC SITUATION
It is not possible to anticipate all possible execution
contexts already at design-time (e.g. if the change is a user
interface that must be adapted to an as yet unknown UI
technology). At design-time, the software product lines must be
specified in a way that is able to sense and react to context
changes at run-time. So, the system is able to cope to a certain
degree with new emerging requirements. Andersson et al. [24]
characterize the scope of change as follows: (i) taken care of,
(ii) planned for or (iii) not planned for. Adapting dynamically
to satisfy new requirements is unplanned change and for fully
autonomous systems is currently possible only in the realm of
science fiction. Adaptive middleware and service-oriented
architectures are now able to support change, but dealing with
change that is planned for but not taken care of at design-time
is an open challenge that, when solved, will significantly
extend the types of problems for which resilient software
systems can be developed. However, even where adaptation
involves optimizing for a fixed set of requirements (as is the
case for (i) and (ii)), established techniques for reasoning about
requirements are insufficient, since not only must the system’s
behaviour be specified when the environment is in a steady
state, but the adaptive behaviour (i.e. under what circumstances
must the system adapt?) have to be specified also. Worse, if, as
is frequently the case, knowledge about the environment is
incomplete at design time, the system’s behaviour must be
specified not only for the environmental contexts that the
analyst believes the system will encounter, but also for those
the system will encounter if the analyst’s belief evidences to be
mistaken. Risks of evolution are mainly related on the one
hand to loss of consistency and accuracy in the components
and on the other hand the loss of the benefits associated with
the product lines technique. These risks are increasing directly
proportional to the number of components and the complexity
of the relations between them. Given the importance and the
need for solutions that avoid these risks [25], L. Yu and S.
Ramaswamy [26], Dhungana et al. [27], Borba [28], Neves
[29], have made several proposals to address these challenges.
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However, the arguments and empirical evidences presented by
Dhungana et al. [27] and Neves [29] suggest that the few
existing proposals are far from representing a satisfactory
solution to the problems and challenges associated to the
evolution of PLs systems. The use of SPLs can be seen as a
strategy for coping with uncertainty and adapting to change,
where conventionally, change occurs in the requirements of the
software product lines’ market. In contrast to autonomous reconfigurable systems, the derivation of new SPLs variants
typically involves satisfying new goals rather than the ways in
which a fixed set of goals are realized. Moreover, these goals
could not be included when the SPLs was conceived. Thus,
SPLs deal with unplanned change. This is possible because
adaptation is done offline by human developers rather than
automatically at run-time. Nevertheless, the techniques used in
SPLs are exploitable. Thus, a re-configurable system can be
conceptualized as a dynamic SPLs (DSPLs) [30], [31]; a set of
variants within a product family, with each variant optimized to
a particular environmental context. The key difference between
an SPLs and a DSPLs is the time at which variants are bound;
at design or deployment time for SPLs or at run-time for
DPSLs.
III. RELATED WORK
Lapouchnian [32] defines Awareness Requirements (or
AwReqs) as requirements that talk about the success or failure
of other requirements. AwReqs can refer to goals, tasks, quality
constrains and domain assumptions. However, while I plan to
use in-memory representation and a limited form of
manipulation of goal models, Lapouchnian does not deal with
the runtime representation of the requirements, i.e. not explicit
runtime representation of AwReq is provided. Instead, they
focus on the mapping from requirement models to feedback
loops using the requirements monitoring framework proposed
by Robinson [33] to monitor AwReq. Lapouchnian [32] does
reasoning about partial satisfaction of requirements. They offer
high-level monitoring capabilities that can be used to determine
satisfaction levels for AwReqs. In our case, the DSPL itself
verifies if an assumption is true. If the assumption is falsified,
the system automatically re-evaluates the trade-off among the
softgoals, triggering an adaptation to rebalancing the softgoals
if necessary. Kirsch-Pinheiro et al. [34] explored the readaptation of context-oriented systems proposing a roadmap to
context management and a requirements elicitation process.
DeLoach & Miller [35] explore how to maintain a runtime
representation of goals. However, they do not deal with the
runtime representation of softgoals or goal realization
strategies. As far as I am able to understand, in their research
the running system interacts with the runtime goal model to
trigger an update of the runtime goal model (a goal can be
triggered to go from active to achieved, failed, obviated, or
removed). Its main utility has been for understanding what the
system is doing in terms of goals. No reasoning about partial
satisfaction is done. This contrasts with Letier & Van
Lamsweerde [36], which formalizes a mean for representing
partial goal satisfaction based on KAOS. A contrasting
approach to partial goal satisfaction is covered by RELAX
proposed by Whittle et al. [37]. Although RELAX is not goalbased per se, Cheng et al. [38] illustrates the use of RELAX,
with KAOS goal models, using obstacle analysis to identify

when to RELAX a goal. Baresi & Pasquale [39] propose
adaptive goals that are aware of their own degree of
satisfaction during runtime and a means to trigger adaptation.
Raúl Mazo et al. [40] presented a Java-based tool
(VariaMos) for defining variability modeling languages,
(dynamic) product lines and re-configurable systems. In
addition to that, the tool enables automated verification,
analysis, configuration and simulation. Models designed with
VariaMos refer to the specification of variability of dynamic
product lines. So, it enables at a certain degree to modify the
modeling languages at run-time. In the same place, at the same
time, Muñoz-Fernández et al. [41] investigated in more detail
the requirements specification for re-configurable systems.
They presented a multi-view framework. This framework
fosters to manage uncertainty and is sufficiently expressive for
re-configurable systems.
IV. RESEARCH DESIGN
In this Section, I outline how I conduct research and the
reasoning about the applied concepts.
A. Research Goal
I investigate, how the idea of dynamic software product
lines could help to deal with the challenges of developing
efficient re-configurable software. I also offer insight into the
different approaches that use dynamic software product lines
engineering for developing re-configurable systems focusing
on practical approaches
B. Research Questions
The research goal, combined with the problems and
approaches mentioned in Section 1 lead to the following
research questions:
RQ1. What elements are common in evolutionary and reconfigurable SPLs? Why is it not possible to anticipate at
design-time all re-configurations and what are the requirements
to adapt and evolve at run-time? The answer should help to
establish a conceptual architecture to facilitate reasoning about
conceptual adaption. Literature review and analysis of real
interviews are fundamental to identify relevant information
about how to re-configure and evolve SPLs at run-time.
RQ2. How can I support run-time re-configuration and
evolution of SPLs? Is the context required to evolve from
dynamic adaptation to dynamic re-configuration? The answers
to these question refers to the main goal of this project. The
information is required to suggest and develop a solution that
can be applied to derive a solution of which configurations are
appropriate to a given context at run-time. Dynamic software
product lines engineering is a mean to flexibly handle context
changes at run-time. Techniques in this area are used to
develop an architecture that support run-time re-configuration
of re-configurable systems.
RQ3. How can the conceptual architecture be validated?
This should establish a validation framework.

C. Research Strategy
Based on the problem description, I chose Design Science
Research (DSR), proposed by Hevner et al. [42] and V.
Vaishnavi and B. Kuechler [43], as a research strategy, as my
goal is to derive an artefact, which is able to provide empirical
evidence for filling the research gap. Also, because DSR
determines iteratively the reality and literature foundation that
emerge from research efforts. DSR as research strategy
provides both the methodology of design science research by
Vaishnavi et al. [43], [44] and the information system research
framework by Hevner and Chatterjee [45]. The methodology
describes the process steps and the circulation of knowledge
within these steps. The framework considers previous scientific
work (rigor cycle) and a real environment (relevance cycle),
during the artefact development and evaluation in the field of
information systems.
To apply the research strategy, the approach is based on the
methodology of design science research by Vaishnavi et al.
[43] and further developed the framework of information
system research by Hevner and Chatterjee [45]. Interviews
with domain experts serve as our environment and the
literature provide evidence for flexible adaption of reconfigurable systems at run-time is a real issue to solve and
therefore has the need for a framework to support reconfigurable adaptions. The research methodology is illustrated
and structured in five phases. In the subsequent Section, I
elaborate in more detail how these phases are executed. The
knowledge base in the right column refers to the literature. I
take existing re-configurations methods into account. The
framework considers both applicable knowledge (rigor cycle)
and business needs (relevance cycle) during the artefact
development and evaluation in the field of information
systems. The rigor cycle refers primarily to the literature
review in order to define the research problem. The literature is
also referred in the suggestion and development of the artefact.
I choose appropriate techniques and improve or adapt what is
already available. The relevance cycle serves to integrate the
problem domain into the research by deriving the needs from
the interview sections and applying them to the artefact. It thus
supports the alignment of the solution with the environment.
The rigor and relevance cycles are applied iteratively during
the execution of the five phases.
In the Section research methodology, I describe how the
methodology of Vaishnavi and Kuechler [43] is applied on this
research. Specifically, I outline how the phases of the
methodology are related to the research questions and thus the
research goal. Next, I explain how the problem domain affects
the research approach. An inductive approach is conducted in
order to develop a new artefact for supporting run-time
adaptation and evolution of SPLs.
D. Research Methodology
In this Section, I outline the applied research methodology
of Vaishnavi and Kuechler [43]. The research methodology
structures, defines and justifies the research procedure applied,
how I conducted research, and how results are achieved. The
methodology is divided into five phases: awareness of the
problem, suggestion, development, and evaluation. The

following section describes the main characteristics of the five
phases of the methodology.
1) Awareness of the Problem
In the first phase awareness of the problem, I gain an in
depth understanding of the problems that should be solved with
the developed artefact. In order to do so, I identify the
requirements of run-time evolution and adaptation of SPLs.
More precisely, I identify relevant information about why it is
not possible to predict all re-configurations at design-time and
what are the requirements to evolve at run-time by analyzing
the process and arising problems found in the literature. It
represents the problem where change can be planned at designtime. Doing so, the needs are properly reflected and are sound
to build a solution upon. In order to gain a broader overview of
the different facets of the problem, I conduct a literature review
of concepts for similar solutions. To strengthen the relevance
cycle, I investigate if the process contains the same issues
found as during the literature review, which led to the problem
description (RQ1).
2) Suggestion
In the second phase, based on the insight of the previous
phase, I present a concept for a possible solution. First, I
analyze the previously found requirements to find a solution
for the investigated scenario. This information is needed to
suggest a solution that supports run-time re-configuration and
evolution of SPLs. As a next iteration in the rigor cycle, the
derived requirements are validated against the problem
description. This proofs that the proposed solution is valid
according to the problem domain. Furthermore, the suggestion
is ground while comparing it to similar solutions found in the
literature review. This phase describes how to develop the
desired artefact in order to solve the identified problem (RQ2).
3) Development
In the third phase, I elaborate the suggested solutions
according to the results of the requirements analysis (relevance
cycle iteration). To develop the artefact, I use dynamic product
lines engineering techniques and design architecture, which
support run-time re-configuration and evolution of SPLs. The
run-time adaptation and evolution is demonstrated on the basis
of real practices. The overall goal of this phase is to design an
architecture, which supports run-time adaptation and evolution
of SPLs (RQ2).
4) Evaluation
In the fourth phase (evaluation), I perform a validation of
my results. It provides empirical evidence that the needs are
reflected properly by using real instances to test the
functionality of the architecture. The results of the evaluation
provide answer to the question, if it is possible to evolve and
re-configure SPLs at run-time (RQ3).
5) Conclusion
Finally, in the fifth phase (conclusion), the results are
critically discussed.
In addition, I conduct in each phase of the research
methodology personal interviews with relevant actors in the
domain of SPLs. This approach strengthens the relevance cycle
and increases the quality of research. The research presented
has a qualitative approach and the aim of an exploratory nature.

V. ACTION PLAN
The main aim of the action plan is to conduct a study on reconfigurable and evolutionary SPLs involving literature and
prominent actors in the software engineering communities and
technology industries. All participants are experienced software
engineers. The results of the action plan will be reported as an
empirical study conducted with software engineers from
different domains (e.g. technology industries) and will be
useful for further research in the software engineering
community. In addition, the study will be empirically
validated.
The goal of the action plan is to elicit the requirements of
re-configurable and evolutionary SPLs. To achieve the goal,
the action plan has been organized into several process steps:
A. Identification and Formalization of the Problem Domain
The first process step is conceived as the very first
interaction point of the action plan where I define and elicit the
need and the vision for run-time re-configuration and evolution
of SPLs. Specifically, I discuss the requirements from research,
methodology, technical, architectural and user-perspectives.
Indications about constraints and standards will also be defined
supporting the final architecture. This phase explicitly
represents the rationale about the study and determines the
research gap identified during the literature review. So, new
novel theory and hypotheses can be generated.
B. Objective and Preparation
To execute the reviewing activities, we use the general
process of reviewing protocols proposed by Kitchenham and
Charters [46]. We refer to the reviewing process that has been
conceived with a particular emphasis on reviews conducted
within the domain of software engineering [46]. To
systematically retrieve research works in the domain of DSPLs,
I perform a search using carefully a planned search query on
scientific electronic databases that were accessible online (e.g.
IEEExplorer, ACM Digital Library, Citeseerx Library,
ScienceDirect, SpringerLink). The query will be designed
based on keywords derived from the research questions (RQ1
– RQ3). This systematic literature review intends to provide an
objective summary of the existing knowledge in the area of
DSPLs. At the same time, I want to highlight open issues in
order to suggest the areas that are in need of further
contributions. Based on the gained knowledge, I will create
together with domain experts a protocol for the interview
sections. Important is the fact that there must be no limitation
to new ideas occurring during the interview sections. So, for
example questions can be added or modified during run-time.
Each interview should start with general questions about the
participants and their experiences. Next, I ask them which
challenges they face during engineering re-configurable and
evolvable SPLs. Then, possible research initiatives, which
could be helpful in their current organization, are discussed.
The objective is refined into three questions, which will be
answered through the data collection and analysis:


How do they deal with unplanned changes?



Have they experienced a problem with unplanned
changes?



And if there is a problem: What do they expect from a
solution?

An important element of the preparation is the
implementation of a pilot test. The first interview will be
conducted in our own laboratory and will support to improve
the quality of the study. Possible weaknesses can be uncovered
and eliminated.
C. Interview Design
I will conduct semi-structured interviews, which allow to
consider new arising ideas during the interview sections. In
general, open-ended questions are primarily. We specify a
protocol that defines at design-time the general topics of
interest. This relieves the collection of similar information from
all participants. The protocol contains a list of questions and
topics that need to be covered during run-time. The protocol
can be modified depending on the appropriateness during the
conversation. Since the data will be collected from human
beings, it is very important to carefully select participants for
the interview sections. This fosters a more reliable and valid
study.
D. Collection, Analysis, and Formalization of Results
This process step involves collection and analysis of
quantitative and qualitative data. Furthermore, it supports the
formalization of the results of both research and development.
This takes place in strict cooperation with domain experts. I
will use multiple sources of data to create the study database.
The collection of data will be stored in a semi-structured way
for processing, analysis and dissemination. Resulting from this
phase, criteria for interpreting the collected data should be
identified and it should be also identified, which data element
referrer to which research question.
E. Validation
We plan to apply an observational method (e.g. case study)
to validate our architecture. This allows us to monitor and
collect data over the whole study with a relatively minimal
addition to cost. Valuable information can be obtained
characterizing the development of the artefact. The main goal
of the validation is to demonstrate a causal relationship
between outcome and intervention. Furthermore, it must be
analyzed in more detail, if the findings can be further
generalized and applied to different domains.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, I present the scientific rationale of the
exploratory study. The results of this study will be useful to
software engineering professionals and researchers worldwide
by revealing fundamental concepts of re-configurable and
evolving SPLs. The study could raise new research directions:
(i) what are the challenging experiences, (ii) research
initiatives, (iii) best practices.
A. Future Work
I will use the results of the interview sections and combine
them with the findings of the literature (e.g. DSPLs techniques)
in order to define a middleware that supports dynamic
adaptation and evolution of SPLs. The aim is to develop an
architecture of the middleware. The architecture will permit to
the technical and research work to establish their
interconnections. We provide feedback on the architecture of
the middleware with respect to the elicited requirements. The
assessment will be done to constantly check that research is
done correctly with respect to the expectations. In addition,
gathering empirical evidence is already included in our
working agenda. Nonetheless, some further work is also
required to perform run-time reasoning.
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